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Introdu tion

Dire tives play an important role in European Union (EU) law.

As with

regulations and de isions, dire tives are legally binding instruments but require the transposition into national legal frameworks (see, Arti le 288 of the
Treaty on the Fun tioning of the European Union (TFEU)). The
method and implementation measure is left to the member

hoi e of

ountries. This

dis retion has led to non- omplian e by member states with respe t to the
transposition of dire tives. Some of these

ases are settled between the Com-

mission as the guardian of the European treaties, others surprisingly go to
the European Court of Justi e (ECJ). By the end of year 2010, for instan e,
there were 2,100 infringement

ases out of whi h 35% were initiated by the

European Commission. In the same year 12% of all

ases ended up with the

ECJ (European Commission, 2011). What are the drivers behind member
states' non- omplian e, and when do

ases end up at the ECJ?

In this paper we show how un ertainty with respe t to the preferen es of
the ECJ, and politi al and reputational
and the member

ountries of losing a

osts for the European Commission

ase in front of the ECJ, explain poli y

deviations from the obje tives of European Union law as well as the in iden e
of

ases led with the ECJ.
To this end, we develop a simple model with three players: a member

ountry, the European Commission, and the ECJ. European Union law in
the form of a dire tive is given, and the member

ountry de ides on how and

to what degree it implements the dire tive into its national legal framework.
Assuming that the a tual dire tive ree ts some kind of a poli y

ompromise

between the interest of member states and the Commission, individual member states

an be expe ted to deviate from the poli y pres ribed if possible.

Ea h member states thus fa es a trade-o between exa t implementation or
deviation.

Using the dis retion of a dire tive and deviating, the member

ountry may redu e utility losses by moving

loser towards national poli y

bliss points. However, moving too far away from the aim of the dire tive may
trigger an infringement pro ess that leads the European Commission to le
the

ase with the ECJ.
The ECJ may either

tion, in whi h

onrm the member

ountry's poli y implementa-

ase the European Commission would not only have to live

with a poli y not exa tly ree ting its understanding of European Union law,
but would likely in ur reputational
The member state would, if
i y

osts be ause it lost in front of the ECJ.

onrmed, have su

essfully shifted a tual pol-

loser to national poli y preferen es, but undermined the EU integration

pro ess. Should the member state lose in front of the ECJ, however, it would
have to

onfront its

itizens with the exa t implementation of the European
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Union law. This would probably lead to a politi al punishment by its
zens for not being
out omes for its

iti-

ompetent enough to handle dire tives in su h a way that

itizens are optimized.

To illustrate the pro ess we aim to explain, we sket h two examples from
the data base of de isions by the ECJ, drawing on information provided in
the written justi ation of the de isions of the ECJ:

• Judgement of 14.12.1995  Case C-16/95

1

The Eighth Coun il Dire tive

(79/1072/EEC) of De ember 1979 harmonizes the laws of the member
States relating to turnover taxes. A

ording to Arti le 7(4) the value

added tax to taxable persons not established in the territory of the
ountry has to be refunded within a six-month time-limit.
After numerous

omplaints from traders of other Member States about

delays in refunding the value added tax by the Spanish administration,
the European Commission requested explanation from the Spanish Permanent Representative's O e.

After not having re eived an o ial

reply, the European Commission de ided to initiate an infringement
pro edure requesting the Spanish Government with another letter to
submit its observations. This request was not fullled even after an extension of the time-limit. Next, the European Commission delivered a
reasoned opinion, requesting Spain to

omply with the dire tive within

another two months. Again no reply was re eived and the European
Commission led the
In

ase with the ECJ.

ourt, the Spanish Government did not deny the infringement and

explained that delays in refunding value added taxes were due to organizational problems and pointed out that Spanish authorities were
seeking ways to

omply with the dire tive in the future.

The ECJ ruled on the basis of established

ase-law that by disregarding

the six-month time-limit for refunding the value added tax Spain failed
to full its obligation under the Arti le 7(4) of the dire tive.

• Judgement of 30.5.2002  Case C-441/00

The Coun il Dire tive 96/48/EC

of 23 July 1995 on the interoperability of the trans-European high-speed
rail system has, in parti ular, the obje tive to improve the linking and
operability of the national high-speed train networks and the a

ess to

it.
After the period for transposition for that Dire tive had expired the
European Commission sent a reasoned opinion to the UK government
inviting it to take measures to full its obligations. In a reply dated
1 See

http : //curia.europa.eu/jcms/jcms/.
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April 5th, 2000, the UK government des ribed legislative problems arguing that it would be able implement the Dire tive by the end of the
year.

Next, the European Commission brought the

ase to the ECJ

for reasons that the UK had not adopted the measures ne essary to
implement the Dire tive.
The ECJ ruled that the UK failed to full its obligation under that
dire tive.
These

ases are merely illustrative for a large number of legal

oni ts be-

tween member states and the European Commission. Parti ularly, these two
examples give insight into the pro edure from whi h a
ECJ may emerge. In fa t, the

ases dealt with by the ECJ

range of areas from any of the EU member
In our view the explanation for having
and the poli y

ase in front of the

ountries.
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over a broad

ases brought forward to the ECJ,

hoi es of the members states is likely to be found in a non-

negligible degree of un ertainty about the the poli y positions and behavior of
the ECJ. If the Commission and member states were able to adequately predi t the de isions of the ECJ, the losing side should be willing to

ompromise

before being taken to

onsiderable

ourt. A lawsuit is thus likely to ree t a

degree of un ertainty and disagreement about the eventual out ome of a legal
oni t.
There are several possible justi ations where this un ertainty about the
ourt's behavior may

ome from. First, un ertainty stems from the fa t that

de isions are taken by a group of judges and that intera tion of individuals
is not fully predi table. With de ision bodies

omposed of judges from dif-

ferent member states and legal traditions, it may be di ult to infer whose
interpretation of a

ase is going to shape the out ome of the group's de ision.

In addition, the group size may dier from
known before to whi h
Furthermore, a

hamber a

ase to

ase, and it may not be

ase will be allo ated (see Kelemen, 2012).

ertain turnover among judges (Male ki, 2012) makes it dif-

 ult to predi t how the

omposition of the

ourt will look like. Se ond, our

analysis a knowledges that judges are likely to follow their own preferen es
to some extent (see, e.g.,

George and Epstein, 1992; Posner, 1993; Segal

and Spaeth, 1996; Songer and Lindquist, 1996; Shepsle and Bon hek, 1997;
Padovano et al., 2003; Voigt, 2011; Male ki, 2012). They may have an interest to foster European integration as su h, they may de ide
way to further their own

ases in a

ertain

areers, or they may have a tenden y to side with

governments, in parti ular if they de ide about

ases in whi h their national

governments are involved. Judges are nominated by their governments and
2 See,

e.g., Court of Justi e of the European Union (2012).
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might feel an obligation to return a favor, or they might be interested in re-
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eiving further government support after their term at the ECJ has expired.
Third, they

ould also be inuen ed by interest groups (Posner, 1993). Sin e

these inuen es are often impli it and mostly non-predi table, the behavior
of judges is to some extent un ertain.
Thus, we argue that un ertainty about ECJ behavior  whatever its exa t sour e may be  is prevalent and that this helps, and indeed might be
ne essary, to explain member states' implemenation of dire tives, and the
intera tion between member states and the Commission before the ECJ.
Non- omplian e of EU members states with EU law, and de isions of the
European Commission to seek the support of the ECJ, therefore, take pla e
in the shadow of limited predi tability of politi ally inuen ed judges.
Our analysis shows that member state

omplian e with EU dire tives

in reases as there is less un ertainty about the poli y preferen es of the ECJ,

irrespe tive

of whether a

ase is a tually taken to

ourt by the European

Commission or not. Furthermore, we show that the Commission is taking
fewer

ases to the ECJ as their is more un ertainty about the preferen es of

the ECJ, given
losing a

osts that government and Commission have to

ase.

By extending our framework to the
dividual

arry when

ountries to

ase where the de ision to bring in-

ourt also depends on the behavior of other member

states, we furthermore show that there is a higher tenden y among member states to avoid poli ies that trigger a
leads to an ECJ

ase. But if a poli y is

hosen that

ase, this poli y is more deviant than without interdependent

de isions of member states.
We pro eed by pla ing our

ontribution within the existing literature,

and then sket h the institutional ba kground of EU law. Readers a quainted
with the legal pro edure when the Commission brings a

ase before the ECJ

may skip se tion 3. In se tion 4, we introdu e the a tors and in se tion 5 we
solve for the equilibrium

hoi es. In se tion 6, we model a many- ountry set-

up and introdu e strategi
states. The last se tion

intera tion between the poli y

hoi es of member

on ludes.

3 Judges to the ECJ are appointed by member state governments for six year terms. If
and when they wish to return to national legal systems, they are likely to need the further
support of their governments. While there is more systemati eviden e on areer paths
of former members of the European Commission (Vaubel et al., 2012), little is known of
the areers of former judges at the ECJ. However, inspe tion of singular ases suggests
that similar me hanisms may be at work for these judges. For example, Günther Hirs h
who served at the ECJ from 1994 to 2000 be ame president of the Bundesgeri htshof in
Germany afterwards. Christine Stix-Ha kl, serving from 2000 to 2006, be ame Austrian
embassador to Luxembourg, and Fidelma O'Kelly Ma ken, serving from 1999 to 2004, was
appointed to the Irish Supreme Court after her servi e at the ECJ.
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Related literature

The implementation of dire tives into national law has been intensively studied in the literature on European integrations. The many

ontributions made

here may be grouped into two broad elds (see, also, König and Luetgert,
2008). On the one hand, there are studies whi h argue that the transformation of dire tives into national legal frameworks is mostly driven by
onstraints in terms of administrative restri tions or legal

apa ity

omplexity. This

work very often relies on in-depth studies of the implementation of spe i
dire tives from various poli y elds (see, e.g. Falkner et al., 2005; Treutlein,
2009).

On the other hand, there is the

laim that the implementation of

dire tives is best explained on the basis of poli y preferen es of the various
a tors, in luding the national members states and their strategi

hoi es. Our

ontribution sits with the se ond strand of literature, and relates spe i ally
to the work whi h attributes to the ECJ a major role in the implementation
of European poli ies.
The role of the ECJ in the

ontext of European integration poli ies has

been heavily debated among, broadly speaking, two opposing groups. Based
on ideas by Garrett (1992, 1995); Garrett et al. (1998), Carrubba (2005)
has put forward an analysis of the ECJ in whi h the
plementation issues in a way su h that

ourt de ides on im-

ostly overrulings by member states

are avoided. Here, the ECJ is seen as a forward-looking a tor that derives
disutility from being overruled by member states and adjusts its de ision
a

ordingly. The se ond position, taking the opposing view, states that na-

tional governments are

onstrained to obey the rulings of the ECJ, see Burley

and Mattli (1993) or Mattli and Slaughter (1995) among others. These authors argue that de isions of the ECJ are always transposed into national
law whi h allows the ECJ to follow its own agenda.
But as er e as the opposing groups stand against ea h other on theoreti al grounds, no

ommonly a

epted result seems to emerge from empiri al

studies. Carruba et al. (2008) test their idea of a forward-looking behavior
of the ECJ by tra king so- alled briefs sent by member state governments to
the ECJ. Assuming that these briefs signal member state preferen es on the
ases pending, a

omparison with the a tual rulings of the ECJ should be

informative on whether the threat of overruling has driven the ECJ de ision.
While Carruba et al. (2008) and Carruba et al. (2012)
in favor of their proposition, the study is heavily

laim to nd eviden e

riti ized in Stone Sweet

and Brunell (2012). Besides referring to the inappropriateness of the underlying sample, these authors argue that one

annot infer from the

ongruen e

of a brief with the a tual de ision of the ECJ that this de ision arose be ause
of the fear of being overruled. We side with the se ond view of the role of
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the ECJ to the extent that we, too, see the ECJ as an important and independent a tor whi h follows its own interest. The importan e of its de isions
makes it, as we assume in our analysis, impossible for the member states to
not implement what has been de ided. But the de ision taken at the ECJ is
related to the preferen es of the judges who de ide on a parti ular
Another

ontribution that links members states' poli y

legal pro ess of the Commission ling
(2010). Here, it is argued that

ase.

hoi es with the

ases with the ECJ is by Steunenberg

osts arising along the judi ial pro ess, and

the European Commission's poli y preferen es are key explanatory variables.
The Commission
sion of a

hooses dierent enfor ement poli ies, in luding a submis-

ase to the ECJ, or just stays silent if national implementation

is su iently

lose to its own preferen es. What distinguishes us from this

work is our fo us on the un ertain preferen es of the ECJ. Our main

ontri-

bution is to show how this un ertainty about the poli y preferen es of the
ECJ is at the root of the

hoi es made, starting from the national member

states that de ide whether and by how mu h to deviate when implementing
a dire tive, to the

hoi e of the European Commission whether to le a

ase

with the ECJ. Finally, our modeling of the legal dispute along the judi ial
pro ess under imperfe t information builds on Beb huk (1984) and Cooter
and Rubinfeld (1989).

3
A

Institutional Ba kground
ording to Arti le 288 of the TFEU there are three types of binding leg-

regulations, dire tives, and de isions. The non-binding
re ommendations and opinions. A regulation has general

islative instruments:
instruments are

appli ation and is binding in its entirety, and most importantly, is dire tly
appli able in all member states without requiring further a tion by national
governments or parliaments. De isions are legislative rules that are appli able
only to a spe i

(subset of ) members states, rms or individuals. Dire tives

are only binding for the member states with respe t to the obje tive that

4

has to be a hieved.

How the obje tive is rea hed, in whi h form and with

whi h methods, is in the dis retion of the member states. It is a key feature
of dire tives that member states are given the leeway (subje t to a spe ied
time frame) to implement the agreed poli y a

ording to the national frame-

works of legislation. Member states de ide whether this requires

5

hanges in

their national laws or not.
4 For

a more extensive dis ussion, see, e.g., Pre hal (1995).
omparative studies of how dire tives are implemented in sele ted member states,
see Steunenberg and Voermans (2006), Treutlein (2009), or Hartlapp and Falkner (2009).
5 For
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While ea h member state is responsible for the implementation of the law
within its own legal system, the role of the European Commission is to ensure
that the European law is

orre tly applied, see Arti le 258 of the TFEU. If,

from the point of the view of the European Commission, a member state fails
to
a

omply, the European Commission has the power to take a tion. In su h
ase it follows a non- omplian e pro edure in whi h the rst phase is a pre-

litigation stage where the member state is given the opportunity to

omply

voluntarily. It starts with a letter of formal noti e in whi h the European
Commission states its observation, and points out that it may refer the

ase

to the ECJ and open a litigation pro edure. If members states do not take
appropriate a tion, the European Commission may eventually refer the

ase

to the ECJ - as illustrated with the examples in the introdu tion.
In its 28th annual report on the monitoring of the appli ation of the
EU law, European Commission (2011) reports that in year 2010 the

ommunautaire

a quis

onsisted of roughly 8,400 regulations, and 2,000 dire tives.

By the end of year 2010, there was a sto k of 2,100 infringement

ases, out

of whi h 35% were initiated by the European Commission. The European
Commission took 12% of all

ases to the ECJ in year 2010.

A

ording to

the eviden e reported in Carruba et al. (2008), and evaluated in Stone Sweet
and Brunell (2012), in about 90% of the infringement pro eedings brought
forward by the European Commission under Art. 258, the ECJ sided with
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the Commission against the member state.

4

The Model

4.1

General set-up

xC

as being formulated as a

dire tive. If member states do not agree with the

ontent of this dire tive,

In what follows, we think of a

ommon poli y

they may de ide to deviate from its implementation, in whi h
mission

an de ide to take the member state to

6 Data

ourt.

7

ase the Com-

If it de ides to do so,

draws in ECJ de isions from January 1987 to the end of 1997 with more than
400 observations on infringement pro eedings.
7 Deviation as a defe tion on European poli ies is one option that a members state has
when it does not want to omply with European legislation. Su h behavior seems to be
empiri ally important as revealed by the results of 90 in-depth ase studies by (Falkner
et al., 2005, pp. 269) who nd that 44% of the transposition measures were awed even
years after the deadline. The other possibility would be to just postpone the orre t
implementation in order to gain time. Although we do not have su h a time dimension
in our model, one may interpret non- omplian e in our model as a temporarily limited
deviation whi h improves a member state's payo in a stati setting as ours.
8

Figure 1: Timing of de isions

the ECJ will either
We

onrm the member state or the Commission.

onsider the following a tors: there are n member states

European Commission, and the ECJ.
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Countries set a

i = 1...n, the
xC in

ommon poli y

a one-dimensional poli y spa e. For simpli ity, we assume that this poli y

xC

is exogenous for any single member.

is responsible for the

xC

The European Commission in turn

orre t implementation of poli y

states and may take the
deviates from

9

xC

ase to the ECJ to a quire this obje tive if

ountry

i

when implementing the dire tive. The de ision of the ECJ

whether the dire tive was implemented
Commission and the

10

orre tly is binding for the European

ountry.

The sequen e of de isions is illustrated in gure 1: First,
on how to implement a poli y
whether to a

by all member

xC .

ountry

i de

ides

Then, the European Commission onsiders

ept the way the dire tive was transposed in national law or to

seek a de ision of the ECJ. Finally, the ECJ de ides and

ountries implement

the ruling.
8 Later

on we will onsider the intera tion between member states.
one ould assume that ommon poli y is a weighted average xC =
P
αi x∗i of the ountries' national poli y positions x∗i > 0 and their relative bargaining
strength αi . Nothing would hange in our analysis or results.
10 Thus, we abstra t form issues of overriding whi h a ording to Stone Sweet and Brunell
(2012) is empiri ally not an issue for ECJ rulings.
9 Alternatively,
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4.2
Ea h

Country

i

ountry's preferred poli y is denoted by

most preferred poli y

x∗i .

Deviations from a

ause losses. Whenever a tual poli y

xi

ountry's

deviates from

the preferred poli y, utility is given as:

U i = −|xi − x∗i |.
For notational

onvenien e we reformulate a

(1)
ountry's

hoi e variable as

a deviation from the dire tive xC of the European Commission. We set
∆∗i = |x∗i − xC | and a tual poli y deviations as ∆i = |xi − xC |.11 Then,
utility written in terms of deviations follows as

U i = − (∆∗i − ∆i ) .

(2)

National losses rise as the dieren e of the a tual deviation ∆i is smaller
∗
than the preferred deviation ∆i and thus in reases in the dieren e between
∗
both values. It must hold that ∆i ≥ ∆i as ountries will never deviate more
from the dire tive than is needed to rea h their bliss points.
Should the poli y
implement
to

xC

hoi e of a

implying

∆i = 0.

ountry

the ECJ, it has to

Furthermore, we assume that being brought

ourt and losing implies a loss

deviation

i be overruled by

γG

that is proportional to the a tual poli y

∆i :
U i = −∆∗i − γG ∆i .

(3)

Our motivation for this assumption is that the politi al
re ted by the ECJ are higher if the

osts for being

or-

orre tion is larger as this ree ts a larger

deviation of EU poli y from national preferen es. The reje tion of the implementation of a dire tive into national law by the ECJ may be
government as it signals to the voters its la k of

ostly to a

ompeten e on how to adapt

European poli ies so that they are in line with the preferen es of the
of that parti ular member
is from the stan e of its

itizens

ountry. The more distant the European poli y

itizens, the more

ostly su h a failure may be ome

for the implementing government.

4.3

The European Commission

Based on the expli it role of the European Commission as the guardian of the
treaty and the integration pro ess more broadly, we assume its preferen es
11 Alternatively,

one ould set xC = 0 and interpret xi >0 as the poli y deviation. To
stress, however, that national poli y an deviate in both dire tions xi ≶ xC , we use ∆i
instead.
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are dened as losses a

ruing from the deviation of a

ountry i's a tual poli y

from the dire tive:

U C = −∆i .

(4)

In order to avoid those losses, the European Commission may de ide to
take the member state to the ECJ. If the position of the European Commission is
the ECJ

onrmed by the ECJ its losses are zero

(∆i = 0).

If, however,

onrms the poli y of the member state, we assume that losses are

given as

U C = −∆i (1 + γC ),
with

γ C > 0.

(5)

Using the same type of utility fun tion as for the

ountries, this

implies that the Commission's losses in rease with the size of the deviation of
a single

ountry's national implementation from the dire tive. We interpret

these losses as the European Commission's failure to fulll its obligation,
being in

harge of making sure that member states fulll their obligation

from membership.

Should the European Commission le a

ase with the

ECJ and lose, there is hen e a pri e to pay in terms of reputational

−γC ∆i .

The more a

loses its fa e if
not in line with

osts

ountry deviates, the more the European Commission

ountries get away with an implementation of the dire tive

xC .

There are several ways to justify this assumption. First, the European
Commission might just dislike being reje ted by the ECJ as this would be an
unfavorable judgement on the European Commission and the quality of its
legal servi e. Se ond, it may fear that su h an in iden e would invite the same
or other
as well.

ountries to deviate from European poli ies in this or other areas
Finally, bringing a lawsuit against a

by the ECJ

ountry and being overruled

ould be interpreted as a failure of the European Commission in

its role as a guardian of the treaty, and undermine its future role within the
European politi al ar hite ture.

4.4

The European Court of Justi e

As underpinned in the introdu tion, we assume that the judges of the ECJ
follow to some degree their own preferen es with respe t to the interpretation
if the

hosen poli y of a member state is

onsistent with EU law. Judges,

although appointed by governments of member states and

harged with im-

plementing the regulations and laws of the EU, may also bring their own
poli y preferen es to a parti ular de ision. However, we do not ask how a

11

parti ular position within the body is rea hed but only look at the a tual ruling, thus negle ting issues of de ision making within the

ollegiate. Rather,

the out ome of this group de ision involves un ertainty for the member states
and the Commission. The

onsequen e of these individual politi al leanings

of judges may also be reinfor ed by the small size of hambers, as usually only
three to ve judges handle a large bulk of the

ases at the ECJ. A

ording

to Court of Justi e of the European Union (2011), 225 of the 279 assigned
and pending

ases by the end of year 2010 were dealt with by these small

hambers as opposed to the Grand Chamber whi h
Art. 11

onsists of 13 judges (see,

of the Rules of Pro edure of the Court of Justi e). In parti ular, in

those smaller groups individual judges and their personal interests may signi antly inuen e the out ome of lawsuits brought against member states
(Male ki, 2012).
To ree t these personal interests and opinions in the de isions of the ECJ,

ε be the ECJ's preferen e for (or against) ountry i's government. We
assume that ε an be positive or negative and is distributed uniformly on
 µ µ
− 2 , 2 , implying that it is not exa tly known by the European Commission
and the ountries' governments. Obviously, the parameter ε shifts the bliss
we let

point of the ECJ. It is neutral towards the
point

xC

of the European Commission for

ountries and mat hes the bliss

ε = 0.

Figure 2 illustrates for a one dimensional poli y spa e how to think about
government's preferred poli y and the

ommon poli y, whi h is the preferred

position of the European Commission. From the point of view of government
and Commission, the

ourt's preferred poli y stan e is un ertain and may,

depending on the size of
The

ourt, of

ε,

be

loser to that of government or Commission.

ourse, will side with that position that is

loser to its own

poli y preferen e, as its utility is de reasing when moving away from its own
bliss point.

5

Poli y Choi es

Next we pro eed to analyzing the optimal de isions of the players involved.
Using ba kward indu tion, we rst determine the probability that the ECJ
sides with the European Commission and for es
plement the dire tive.

ountry

i

to exa tly im-

Then, we look into the de ision of the European

Commission to le a suit with the ECJ, and nally we determine the poli y
hoi e of

ountry i. We fo us on a non-te hni al derivation and dis ussion of

the de isions of the a tors, and delegate the formal anaylsis to the Appendix.

12

Figure 2: Preferen es and poli y spa e
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5.1

The De ision of the European Court of Justi e

The ECJ will support the Commission if the utility it obtains with that
de ision is larger than the utility it re eives from tolerating a poli y deviation
ountry i. The

by

hoi e of the ECJ is between

onrming what the ountry
J
has implemented, in whi h ase the ourt has utility Ui = −∆i , or to de ide
in favor of the European Commission, in whi h ase the dire tive has to be
J
implemented in terms of xC and the ECJ's utility is UC = 0.
The ECJ will side with the European Commission if

UCJ > UiJ + ε,
where

(6)

ε

measures how mu h the ECJ leans either towards the European
J
J
Commission or the member state. Inserting UC = 0 and Ui = −∆i yields
the ondition for the ECJ to follow the European Commission's position and
ruling in favor of its preferred poli y

∆i = 0

as

∆i > ε,

(7)

i.e. the ECJ will rule against the member state if this member state's implementation of the dire tive deviates to mu h relative to the ideal point of the
ECJ.

5.2

The De ision of the European Commission

Next we

onsider the European Commission's de ision whether to take the

member state to

ourt.

The European Commission is free to evaluate the

implementation of a dire tive as adequate or not (although it has to treat
member states roughly equally, see se tion 6).
Assume that the European Commission will go to
payo is higher than a

epting the poli y

ourt if the expe ted

hoi e of the member

ountry. In

ase of a trial and a de ision of the ECJ supporting the European Commission's point of view, the European Commission would obtain a payo of zero,
and thus the best out ome from its point of view. For the
sides with the

ountry and approves the implementation of the dire tive, the

European Commission fa es losses a
poli y

ase that the ECJ

ruing from the deviation of the a tual

hoi e and from losses in its reputation.

The European Commission goes to ourt if ountry i's poli y
deviation ∆i is above a riti al value

Proposition 1

1
1
).
∆i > ∆i ≡ µ( −
2 1 + γC
14

(8)

Proof. See Appendix A.

Whenever the poli y deviation by
the European Commission goes to

µ,

ountry

i

ourt. The

is above the

i.e. the un ertainty about the ECJ ruling. Thus, a

un ertainty about the
Similar

∆i

riti al level is in reasing in

from the bliss point of the European Commission
the European Commission taking the

riti al level

ountry's deviation

an be larger without

ase to the ECJ if there is higher

ourt's preferen es.

omparative stati

results arise for the reputational

European Commission. As these rise, the

osts of the

ountry may deviate to a larger

degree without being sued by the European Commission. This is be ause the
risk for the European Commission of going of ourt and losing is a
by larger

osts.

ompanied

Obviously, if there were no un ertainty about the

ourt's

= 0) or if the Commission would in ur no or only little osts from
12
losing (γC < 1), the Commission would tolerate not the slightest deviation.

de ision (µ
Thus, the
a

osts from losing must be high enough for the Commission to

ept that states deviate (γC
One

> 1).

ould expe t that politi ally sensitive and widely dis ussed

ases

may yield this kind of su iently high reputational losses for the European
Commission.

Thus, more prestigious and visible poli y areas may involve

lower levels of ECJ a tivity be ause the potential

osts of losing in rease for

the European Commission and prompt it to be more

autious about ling

ases.

5.3

Optimal Poli y of Country

Now, we turn to the poli y
the

hoi e of

ountry

i,

given its expe tations about

ourt's behavior and the de ision of the European Commission to go to

ourt or not. Member state

i de

the national legal framework by
its

i

hoi es. The

ides on how to implement the dire tive into
omparing the utility levels that a

ountry may opt for an implementation

∆i

ompany

whi h avoids a

legal battle in front of the ECJ. Alternatively, it may also hoose a poli y from
whi h it expe ts to trigger a ling of the

∆i >∆i .
of the

The result may be a de ision of the ECJ in favor or not in favor

ountry's poli y

hoi e.

onsequen es of its poli y
are to the

Obviously,

ountry

hoi e depends on how

i's

expe tation on the

lose its own preferen es

ourt's preferen es. Thus, we rst have to nd a poli y

maximizes the expe ted utility of the
of the

ase by the European Commission

bi
∆

whi h

ountry given that it triggers a ling

ase by the Commission, and then

ompare this with the payo from

12 Given our assumption about the ourt's preferen es (6), µ = 0 implies that the ourt
will always side with the Commission's position.
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hoosing

∆i

whi h would avoid a ling.

Proposition 2

Country

hooses optimal poli y

i

b i = µ 1 − γG
∆
4 1 + γG

above the riti al level ∆i = µ( 12 −

1
)
1+γC

(9)

if

1 (1 − γG )2
1
1
> −
.
16 1 + γG
2 1 + γC

(10)

The optimal poli y deviation is in reasing in un ertainty about the preferen es
of the ECJ.
Proof. See Appendix B.

No matter whether
more from
Thus, as

xC

µ

ountry

i

sets

bi
∆

or

∆i

as poli y, the

ountry deviates

the larger is un ertainty about the preferen es of the ECJ.

in reases, meaning that the lo ation of the bliss point of the

ECJ be omes more un ertain, the optimal poli y implementations shift loser
to the bliss point of the

ountry.

Moreover, the

ondition shows that the

ountry will set a poli y that is likely to trigger a
its reputational

osts from losing are su iently low relative to those of the

Commission. Given that the
of a

ountry

hooses a poli y that triggers the ling

ase by the European Commission, higher

hoi e

ase before the ECJ if

osts of losing shift the poli y

loser to the bliss point of the Commission. Note, that the

losing must be low enough for the
dire tive (γG

< 1).

osts from losing a

osts of

ountry's optimal poli y to deviate from the

Intuitively, this requires that the politi al or reputational
ase must not be larger than the

osts of implementing a

non-desirable poli y.
Member states will only a
reputational

ept the risk of being brought to

ourt if the

osts they would be in urring when losing are relatively small

ompared to the reputational

13

osts of the European Commission.

would have imagined, for given reputational

osts of a

ountry

i,

As one

the Euro-

pean Commission is less likely to le a lawsuit the higher its reputational
osts are. Noti e that un ertainty about the

ourt's preferen e,

µ,

does not

inuen e this de ision be ause it enters the optimal poli y for the member
state and the

riti al level of deviation, eq. (8), for the Commission symmet-

ri ally and thus
13 Appendix

an els out.

C demonstrates, this ondition is fullled whenever γG < 1 < γC .
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6

Interdependent De isions

So far, we have analyzed the intera tion between the Commission and a single member state. Assuming that the de ision to bring member states before
ourt is independent from the behavior of other member states ensures that
there is no strategi

intera tion between member states.

However, the in-

entive to deviate may be a fun tion of the poli ies other member states
pursue. In what follows, we therefore

onsider the intera tion between mem-

ber states that arises if the European Commission treats all member states
equally when deviating from a given poli y.

It is rather unlikely that the

European Commission will bring one member state before

ourt for a given

deviation but not another one when implementing the same poli y as this
would imply that the European Commission treats member states dierently. Su h behavior by the European Commission would most likely expose
it to allegations by media and member states of being partial and severely
undermine its

redibility.

In the next step, we thus analyze the
sion is

ase where the European Commis-

ommitted to treating all member states equally when de iding about

bringing them to

ourt. This

reates a strategi

intera tion between member

states as the probability of being brought before the ECJ depends on the
poli y of the other member state in addition to one's own poli y.
As a straightforward extension to the assumptions already made, assume
that the European Commission's losses are in reasing in the sum of deviations
of identi al member states (see eq. (4)). That is, the more

ountries deviate

the more the European Commission is per eived as failing to guarantee the
implementation of EU poli y.
Again, the analysis begins with the behavior of the
that it will rule against all

UCJ = 0, UiJ = −∆i .

We assume

ountries if :

UCJ >
where

ourt.

1X J
Ui + ε
n

(11)

As before, we assume that the

leaning towards member states to the extent

ε.

Thus, the

en e for following European poli y (expressed as

ourt may be

ourt has a prefer-

ε) and rules against member

states if the average poli y deviation by member states is too high.
In analogue to (8), the European Commission goes to
member states if their average poli y deviation is above the

P

1
1
∆i
).
> ∆i = µ( −
n
2 1 + γC

ourt against all
riti al level
(12)

Comparing (12) with (8) reveals the strategi intera tion between member
states.

The higher is the poli y deviation of one
17

ountry, the lower the

deviation of other

ountries must be in order not to trigger a de ision by the

European Commission to go to

ourt against all. That is, if a single

expe ts the others not to deviate (or deviate only a bit), it
deviation and vi e versa.
Proposition 3

14

ountry

an aord a larger

In su h a set-up we get the following results.

In the n- ountry ase, optimal poli y for ea h ountry is
bi =
∆

nµ 1 − γG
.
2 (n + 1) 1 + γG

(13)

Countries will set this poli y instead of the riti al level ∆i = µ( 12 −

1
)
1+γC

n
1
1
(1 − γG )2
> −
.
2
2 1 + γC
4 (n + 1) 1 + γG

if

(14)

Proof. See Appendix D.

Compared to the result without strategi intera tion, eq. (9), we
that an individual

on lude

ountry's poli y is more deviant if the European Commis-

sion's de ision depends on the a tion of more than one member state. The
reason for this is that governments are less dis iplined when de isions are interdependent. If the other
is less likely to take both

ountry deviates less, the European Commission

ountries to the ECJ. Thus, member states free ride

on ea h other and sin e both behave in this way, overall poli y deviations
in rease.
Comparing the in entive to set deliberately a poli y deviation above the
riti al level with the single
the many

ountry

smaller for all

ountry

ase (10) reveals that the

n > 1, whereas

the right hand side is un hanged). This means

that there is a tenden y to rather a
in the

ondition in

ase is more binding (sin e the left hand side is slightly

ase of several

are higher in the many

ept

¯i
∆

than being brought to

ourt

ountries. This follows from the fa t that deviations
ountry

ase and thus is the probability of losing in

front of the ECJ. The higher risk makes the alternative poli y hoi e∆i more
attra tive.
14 We

assumed identi al member states and thus equal weights on the deviations of ea h
member states in the evaluation of the Commission and the ECJ. But assume, for the
moment, that we had ountries of dierent size and therefore weights. One impli ation
would be that smaller ountries (whi h have a weaker inuen e on average deviation) may
be tempted to free-ride on larger ountries. Thus, it might a tually be easier for smaller
ountries to deviate from EU dire tives without having to fear that the Commission takes
them to ourt, provided the majority of EU ountries implements the dire tive. It would,
therefore, not be lear that larger ountries would have more han es to get away with
not implementing EU poli y.
18

7

Con lusions

Member states have

onsiderable leeway in de iding how and to what extent

they implement EU dire tives nationally.

We argue that un ertainty is a

driving for e behind poli y deviations of member states and the in iden e of
ases going to the ECJ, irrespe tive of whether the European Commission,
as the guardian of the treaty, will take member states to
them in violation of the

ourt when deeming

a quis ommunautaire.

Our attempt to explain non- omplian e of EU members states with EU
law and the in iden e of ECJ ruling builds on limited predi tability of politi ally inuen ed judges, and
member

ountries of losing a

osts for the European Commission and the

ase in front of the ECJ. This un-predi tabiliy

about the ECJ poli y position, we argue, is likely to be grounded in the
judges self-interest, and in line with a large literature in law and e onomi s
that stresses this argument. We adapt this reasoning to EU poli y making,
and analyze the intera tion between the European Commission and member
states in the presen e of this un ertainty about judi ial behavior.
We nd that higher un ertainty with respe t to the a tual ECJ ruling
in reases non- omplian e by the member state, irrespe tive of whether the
European Commission, as the guardian of the treaty, will take member states
to

ourt. We also nd that larger un ertainty about the preferen es of the

ECJ redu es the in iden e by whi h the Commission takes a
ECJ. Furthermore, ling of
a member

ases to the ECJ o

ase to the

ur if reputational

osts of

ountry's government are small relative to the reputational

of the European Commission. Should the relative reputational

osts

osts be su h

that the ECJ is not asked for a de ision, then poli y deviation in reases
as reputational

osts of the European Commission in rease. For the other

ase where the European Commission seeks a de ision of the ECJ, poli y
deviation in reases as the reputational

osts of the

ountry whi h deviates

are smaller.
In an extension we looked into interdependent de isions of member states
to deviate from the dire tive. We nd that the in iden e of

ases brought

in front of the ECJ de reases. However, should a poli y deviation be
that leads to an ECJ

hosen

ase, it is more deviant than without interdependent

de isions of member states. Free-riding in reases poli y deviations, making
it more likely that the ECJ rules in favor of the European Commission in the
interdependent

ase. Knowing this, the alternative of avoiding an ECJ

be omes more attra tive for ea h member

ase

ountry.

A possibility to take our predi tions to the data might be the following.
Related to the role of un ertainty in explaining non- omplian e, we would
onje ture that poli y deviations should vary with the heterogeneity of pref-

19

eren es of a given number of judges de iding on these
the degree of un ertainty, we argue that potential

ases.

Apart from

osts from losing a

ase

before the ECJ will inuen e the behavior of member states and the European Commission. Given that these
areas, an impli ation for testing
of when su h

osts are likely to dier between poli y

ould be that one should observe patterns

ases are brought to

ourt and whi h party wins depending

on relatively more or less important poli y areas. However, these and other
routes of empiri al work go beyond the

urrent insight we wanted to a hieve,

and, therefore, we leave it to future work.

Appendix
Appendix A: The European Commission
Given our assumption on the distribution of
rules in favor of the Commission be omes
European Commission would only go to
than simply a

ε, the probability that the
P rob (∆i > ε) = 12 + ∆µi .

ECJ
The

ourt if the expe ted utility is higher

epting the poli y deviation by the member state. Formally,

this requires

P rob (∆i > ε) · 0 + (1 − P rob (∆i > ε)) (−∆i (1 + γC )) > −∆i .

(15)

That is, if the ECJ rules in favor of the Commission, its losses are zero. If
the ECJ rules against it, however, it has to bear the
deviation and the asso iated loss of reputation.

osts from the poli y

Using

P rob (∆i > ε)

and

rewriting gives (8) in the main text.

Appendix B: The Single Country Case
The expe ted utility from

hoosing to deviate for

ountry

i

is

EUi (∆i ) =P rob (∆i > ε) [−∆∗i − ∆i γG )]
+ (1 − P rob (∆i > ε)) [− (∆∗i − ∆i )] ,
where the rst part on the right hand side of the equation is the weighted
payo to

ountry

i if the ECJ rules against it, and the se

the weighted payo for the
rst order
Then,

ond part

onstitutes

ase of winning in front of the ECJ. Taking the

ondition and solving yields (9).
ountry

i

will

hoose poli y

bi
∆

over the alternative of setting a

deviation whi h is small enough to not trigger a lawsuit if the expe ted utility

20

is higher than the utility from simply setting the

riti al level of deviation

that will not trigger an involvement of the ECJ. Formally this is given as

Inserting

b i , ∆i
EUi , ∆


b i ) > − ∆∗ − ∆i .
EUi (∆
i

from eqs. (9), and (8), respe tively, and rearranging

yields (10).

Appendix C:
For

ompleteness, we show here the

ase, the expe ted utility for

ondition for

b i > ∆i
∆

to hold. In this

i from setting optimal poli

ountry

y and being

sued yields a higher expe ted value than simply setting that value of deviation
whi h is a

epted by the Commission without involving the ECJ. Given the

linearity of the utility fun tion, this

ondition is equivalent to

µ 1 − γG
µ (1 − γG )2
1
1
>
> µ( −
).
4 1 + γG
16 1 + γG
2 1 + γC
i
h
1
1
)
Noti e that ∆i = Max 0, µ( −
so that the right hand side of
2
1+γC
this inequality is only positive if γC > 1 whenever µ > 0, in all other ases
the deviation a

epted by the Commission would be zero, and the member

∆i = 0 or a epting being
b i > 0 whi h requires
ourse, only makes sense if ∆
µ 1−γG
µ (1−γG )2
> 16
that is the ase,
is fullled
4 1+γG
1+γG

state's de ision would boil down to either setting
brought to
that

ourt. This, of

1 > γG

from (9).

as well. Our binding

If

ondition for having a

states' behavior is thus

ourt de ision on the member

γG < 1 < γC .

Appendix D: The Many Countries Case

i's expe ted utility is given by


P

P
∆i
∆i
∗
> ε (−∆i − γG ∆i )+ 1 − P rob
>ε
(−∆∗i + ∆i ) .
EUi = P rob
n
n
P
1−γG
∂EUi
= 0, ountry i's rea tion fun tion is ∆i = − 21 ∆−i + nµ
.
From
∂∆i
4 1+γG
Government

Assuming full symmetry among

ountries, yields an equilibrium poli y of

(13) in the main text.
The nal step is to see when a single
leads to a

ountry sets (13), knowing that this

ase before the ECJ, or when it prefers a deviation low enough

that will not prompt the Commission to take it to ourt. Given symmetry,

¯ i = µ( 1 − 1 ). From EUi (∆
b i ) > − ∆∗ − ∆i , it follows
(12) be omes ∆
i
2
1+γC
that

ountries will set

bi
∆

instead of

¯i
∆

21

if (14) in the main text holds.
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